SUPPLY VISION
Job Description
Location:

Chicago

Job Title:

Software Engineer

Reports to:

Amanda Bohl

Title:

CEO

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Supply Vision is looking for a software engineer with an enthusiasm for design, analysis, architecture and development. As a
member of the development team this role will be become proficient with our applications and database structure, effectively and
clearly communicate with team members and provide clear and timely communication on projects. Candidates will participate in all
aspects of the software development life cycle, using agile methodologies and will be instrumental in design and implementation
decisions. The ability to grasp industry requirements and ask the right questions is essential. Candidates should bring a thirst for
knowledge and discovery, bringing best practices and new industry trends to bear on all existing and new development ventures.
Members of this team may be required to work hours other than the set shift hours to facilitate the completion of required work or
resolve critical issues.
From a high level day to day overview, this position helps direct the offshore development team from a technical point, manages
the release process, works with support on customer issues and helps scope projects and develop integrations with third parties.
Supply Vision is a growing team working in downtown Chicago. Interested candidates should want to work in a casual, startup
environment, excited to be a part of the team and be instrumental in the product growth with each release.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

 Design and creation of features for our hosted web applications to meet customer requests and business needs.
 Ongoing maintenance and improvements to the application, including bug fixes and performance enhancements
 Must be able to interact and communicate with individuals at all levels of the organization
 Manage software releases using Team Foundation Server 2010 and comply with SVL development standards.
 Collaborate with the support, sales and project management teams for efficient and effective resolution to reported items.
 Strong C# .NET 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 expertise required.
 Strong ASP.Net, Web Forms, ADO.Net and general Web development experience required.
 Strong SQL Server 2005/2008, T-SQL, SQL, and general relational database related development experience required.
 Maintain/migrate legacy code in Classic ASP, all new dev done in .NET
 Creating, tuning and maintaining SQL stored procedures.
 Competent SOAP/Web services (including WCF and REST) design and development experience preferred.
 Capable of leading efforts utilizing Visual Studio 2008/2010/2012, SQL Server 2008, SSIS 2005\2008, SOA.
 Experience with EDI maps and projects a plus
 Experience with reporting technologies a plus (Dev Express Xtra Reports, Reporting Services…etc.)
 Experience using SQL Compare and deploying multiple scripts to servers (SQL Multi Script)
 Perform alpha testing of defects and features before releasing to the QA system.
 Demonstrate a reliable, responsive and positive work ethic with the highest degree of integrity.
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QUALIFICATIONS, SKILLS AND ABILITIES

 1-3 years of professional experience with C# and ASP.NET or a suitable OO equivalent.
 Demonstrated working knowledge of WPF
 Show clear knowledge of C++/C# OO development tools and languages, and have the ability to learn new development tools.
 Sound knowledge of MS SQL database.
 Proven the ability to effectively self-manage with the ability to meet deadlines and prioritize projects in a dynamic environment.
 Knowledge of domestic and/or international transportation, warehousing and operational understanding a plus.
 Has a flexible approach to change, is able to work effectively in a variety of situations, constantly seeks improvements and is
forward looking.

EDUCATION/WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS

 College degree preferred
 Evidence of recent work experience and results.
 Ability to prioritize work assignments and shift work efforts based on the needs of the business
 Strong PC skills required, including use of standard MS Office applications; knowledge of web based logistics packages a plus.
 Ability to manage time effectively, work independently and be self-motivated.
 Appropriate qualifications in Computer Science, Computer Engineering or related field or substantial long term successful real
world experience.
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